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Abstract—Salt-sensitive hypertension involves a renal defect preventing the kidney from eliminating excess NaCl. The thick ascending limb of Henle loop reabsorbs ≈30% of filtered NaCl via the apical Na-K-2Cl cotransporter (NKCC2). Higher NKCC2 activity and Cl− reabsorption have been reported in the thick ascending limbs from Dahl salt-sensitive rats (DSS) fed normal salt. NKCC2 activity is primarily regulated by protein trafficking and phosphorylation at Thr96/Thr101 via STE20- and SPS1-related proline and alanine-rich kinases and oxidative stress-responsive kinase 1. However, the mechanism for enhanced NKCC2 activity in DSS is unclear. We hypothesized that DSS exhibit enhanced NKCC2 trafficking and higher NKCC2 phosphorylation compared with Dahl salt-resistant rats on normal salt diet. We measured steady state surface NKCC2 expression and phosphorylation at Thr96 and Thr101 by surface biotinylation and Western blot. In DSS, the surface:total NKCC2 ratio was enhanced by 25% compared with Dahl salt-resistant rats (P<0.05) despite lower NKCC2 expression. Total NKCC2 phosphorylation at Thr96 and Thr101 was enhanced ≈5-fold in DSS thick ascending limbs. Moreover, total STE20- and SPS1-related proline and alanine-rich kinases expression, kidney-specific STE20- and SPS1-related proline and alanine-rich kinases, and oxidative stress-responsive kinase 1 were not different between strains, although STE20- and SPS1-related proline and alanine-rich kinases/oxidative stress-responsive kinase 1 phosphorylation was enhanced by 60% (P<0.05) in DSS rats, suggesting increased activity. We concluded that phosphorylation of NKCC2 Thr96 and Thr101 and surface:total NKCC2 ratio are enhanced in DSS rats. These differences in NKCC2 may be, in part, responsible for higher NKCC2 activity and abnormally enhanced thick ascending limb NaCl reabsorption in DSS rats. (Hypertension. 2012;60:00-00.)
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In ≈20% of the population, high-salt consumption leads to the development of hypertension (referred to as salt sensitivity).1 Salt-sensitive hypertension is associated with a renal defect that prevents the kidney from eliminating excess NaCl and Dahl salt-sensitive (DSS) rats exhibit a similar renal defect. The thick ascending limb (TAL) reabsorbs ≈30% of the total filtered NaCl via the apical Na-K-2Cl cotransporter (NKCC2).2–4 In DSS rats, abnormally enhanced TAL-dependent NaCl reabsorption has been reported, but not in the proximal or distal tubule.5 In vivo micropuncture experiments in DSS rats showed increased Cl− reabsorption along the loop of Henle on a normal salt diet6–8 before development of hypertension, suggesting that enhanced TAL-dependent NaCl reabsorption contributes to hypertension. However, little is known regarding the transporters and molecular mechanisms that mediate enhanced TAL NaCl reabsorption in DSS rats.

Isolated, perfused TALs from DSS rats exhibit higher Cl− reabsorption and lumen-positive potential.9–11 Alvarez-Guerra and Garay12 showed that DSS rats fed a normal salt diet exhibit a higher natriuretic response to the loop diuretic bumetanide compared with Dahl salt-resistant (DSR) rats. They also found that NKCC2 activity and intracellular Cl− were higher in TALs from DSS rats. These data suggest that enhanced NKCC2 activity is likely responsible for abnormally enhanced NaCl reabsorption along the loop of Henle in DSS rats. However, the molecular mechanisms responsible for the enhanced NKCC2 activity in DSS rats are not fully understood.

Approximately 5% of the total pool of NKCC2 is located in the apical membrane of rat TALs.12–15 We showed that trafficking of NKCC2 into and out of the apical membrane (endocytosis, exocytosis, and recycling) is responsible for maintaining surface NKCC2 at steady state levels.12–16 Moreover, we and others have reported that the capacity of the TAL to reabsorb NaCl is directly related to the amount of NKCC2 at the surface. For example, vasopressin and cAMP stimulate NaCl reabsorption by increasing surface NKCC2 levels.14,15,17 In contrast, cGMP, the second messenger for nitric oxide and natriuretic peptides, inhibits NaCl reabsorption by decreasing surface NKCC2 levels in the TAL.12 Recently, we found that a high-salt diet enhanced surface NKCC2 hyperphosphorylated by 60% (P<0.05) in DSS rats, suggesting increased activity. We concluded that phosphorylation of NKCC2 Thr96 and Thr101 and surface:total NKCC2 ratio are enhanced in DSS rats. These differences in NKCC2 may be, in part, responsible for higher NKCC2 activity and abnormally enhanced thick ascending limb NaCl reabsorption in DSS rats. (Hypertension. 2012;60:00-00.)
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and TAL transport in DSS rats. However, it is not known whether surface NKCC2 levels are different between DSS and DSR rats fed a normal salt diet before the development of hypertension.

In addition to protein trafficking, phosphorylation of NKCC2 regulates its activity. Deletion of the phosphorylation sites Thr$^{96}$ and Thr$^{101}$ from the NH$_2$ terminus of NKCC2 eliminates NKCC2 activity in heterologous expression systems. In the TAL, NKCC2 phosphorylation at Thr$^{96}$ and Thr$^{101}$ is detectable under baseline conditions in the absence of stimuli. The kinases involved in phosphorylation at Thr$^{96}$ and Thr$^{101}$ are members of the STE20 subfamily, STE20- and SPS1-related proline and alanine-rich kinases (SPAK) and oxidative stress-responsive kinase 1 (OSR1), sharing $\approx 67\%$ homology. In some instances, SPAK is autophosphorylated, although the mechanism is not fully understood. This pathway is relevant to human hypertension because impaired regulation by upstream kinases With-No-Lysine Kinase (WNK) and WNK4 is responsible for some rare forms of monogenic hypertension. However, it is not known whether phosphorylation of NKCC2 and expression of SPAK and OSR1 kinases are affected in DSS rats.

We previously found that surface NKCC2 was enhanced in DSS rats but decreased in DSR rats, suggesting an impaired response to high-salt diet that alters NKCC2 trafficking in DSS rats. Phosphorylation of NKCC2 was not affected by high salt in either strain although it was apparent that the amount of phosphorylated NKCC2 was higher in DSS rats. Because NKCC2 activity and Cl$^-$ reabsorption are enhanced in TALs from DSS rats fed a normal salt diet, we hypothesized that baseline NKCC2 phosphorylation and surface NKCC2 expression are different in TALs from DSS and DSR rats.

Methods

Suspensions of Medullary TALs

Male DSS and DSR rats (8–9 weeks old) weighing 200 to 250 g (Harlan, Indianapolis, IN) were maintained on a diet containing 0.22% sodium (which provides excess Na$^+$ and has been widely used in tubule perfusion experiments to stabilize baseline Na$^+$ transport) and 1.1% potassium (Purina, Richmond, IN) with water ad libitum for $\pm 14$ days after arrival to our facility. All animal protocols were approved by the Henry Ford Hospital Institutional Animal Care Committee. Suspensions of medullary TALs were obtained as described previously.

Measurement of Steady State Surface NKCC2 Levels

To measure steady state surface NKCC2 levels, TAL suspensions were cooled to 4°C and surface proteins labeled with NHS-S-S-biotin as we previously described. Optical densities from surface and intracellular NKCC2 bands were used to calculate the ratio of surface:total NKCC2. All optical densities were within the linear range of the scanner. In all experiments, we used 75 to 100 µg of initial protein lysate to measure steady state surface NKCC2 levels within a linear range. Control experiments showed that the intracellular protein GAPDH was absent in the biotinylated surface fraction but abundant in the intracellular fraction, indicating that the biotinylated fraction contained only surface proteins.

Western Blot

Protein expression was performed as we previously described. Primary antibodies were incubated for 120 minutes at room temperature in blocking buffer (containing 2% BSA) at a dilution of 1/20 000 for rabbit antirat NKCC2 (directed to amino acids 859–873 in the rat NKCC2 COOH terminus), and 1/5000 for the chicken antirat NKCC2 NH$_2$ terminus (L320 epitope). For phospho-NKCC2 at Thr$^{96}$ and Thr$^{101}$, we used the rabbit polyclonal R5 antibody kindly provided by Dr Biff Forbush (Yale University, New Haven, CT). Total SPAK and OSR1 were detected with polyclonal antibodies from Cell Signaling Technology (Danvers, MA). Phospho-SPAK/OSR1 was detected with a previously characterized sheep antibody that recognizes both SPAK and OSR1 from the College of Life Sciences, University of Dundee (Dundee, Scotland, United Kingdom). Phospho-SPAK/OSR1 was also examined with a previously characterized rabbit antiphospho-SPAK/OSR1 kindly provided by Dr Shibuya. Kidney-specific SPAK (KS-SPAK) and total SPAK were detected with a previously characterized rabbit anti-COOH terminal SPAK antibody. Exposure times and amounts of protein loaded were optimized in order to obtain linear optical densities.

Statistics

Data are expressed as mean±SEM. One-way ANOVA was used to determine statistical differences between means in different treatment groups when measuring surface and total NKCC2, SPAK, OSR1, and phospho-SPAK/OSR1 by Western blot and fluorescence imaging. Differences between means were considered significant at P<0.05.

Results

Surface:Total NKCC2 Ratio Is Higher in DSS Rats

NKCC2 activity and net Cl$^-$ reabsorption are reportedly enhanced in DSS rats fed a normal salt diet. Under a normal salt diet (0.22% Na$^+$), baseline systolic blood pressure measured by tail cuff was slightly higher in DSS compared with DSR rats (132±5 versus 116±3 mm Hg; P<0.05). We hypothesized that NKCC2 trafficking is enhanced in DSS compared with DSR rats. To test our hypothesis, we measured surface and total NKCC2 levels in TALs from DSS and DSR rats fed normal salt (0.22% Na$^+$). TALs from DSS rats were compared with TALs isolated from DSR rats on the same membranes. Opposite to our hypothesis, surface NKCC2 levels in DSS rats were 27±6% lower (DSR: 14±2 versus DSS: 10±1 optical density; n=7; P<0.05; Figure 1A). Surprisingly, total NKCC2 expression normalized to GAPDH was 42±6% lower in DSS rats (DSR: 29±5 versus DSS: 17±4 optical density; n=7; P<0.05; Figure 1B). Because total NKCC2 expression was much lower at baseline in the DSS rats, the best estimate of NKCC2 trafficking to the apical membrane is the surface:total ratio, which indicates the fraction of the total pool of NKCC2 located in the plasma membrane. We found a 25±9% (n=7; P<0.05) increase in the surface:total NKCC2 ratio in DSS rats (DSR, 5.1±0.7%; DSS, 6.3±0.6%; Figure 1C and 1D). These data indicate that despite having lower total NKCC2 expression, the fraction of NKCC2 located at the surface is higher in DSS rats. Nevertheless, the net amount of NKCC2 at the surface is 25% lower in DSS rats, suggesting that an additional mechanism mediates enhanced NKCC2 activity.

NKCC2 Phosphorylation Is Enhanced in DSS Rats

Phosphorylation of Thr$^{96}$ and Thr$^{101}$ is required for NKCC2 activity. Therefore, we studied whether NKCC2 phosphorylation at Thr$^{96}$ and Thr$^{101}$ is enhanced in DSS compared with DSR rats. For this, we used an antibody that recognizes phosphorylated Thr$^{96}$ and Thr$^{101}$ and normalized this...
signal to total NKCC2 expression. We found that Thr96 and Thr101 phosphorylation corrected over total NKCC2 levels was 5-fold higher in TALs from DSS rats maintained on normal salt diet (DSR, 100±25%; DSS, 476±105%; n=6; P<0.05; Figure 2A and 2B). Next, we measured the surface:total ratio of phosphorylated NKCC2 in DSS rats TALs and compared with to DSR rats. As expected the signal for phosphorylated NKCC2 in the surface and intracellular fractions was higher in DSS rats. However, the fraction of phosphorylated NKCC2 at the surface was not significantly different between strains (DSR, 8.7±0.7%; DSS, 7.0±1.0%; n=4; Figure 2C). Overall, NKCC2 phosphorylation at Thr96 and Thr101 in the surface and intracellular compartments is higher in DSS compared with the DSR rats despite paradoxically decreased total NKCC2 expression levels.

Finally, we compared phosphorylated NKCC2 between DSS rats and the salt resistant Sprague Dawley strain. When analyzed in the same gels, phosphorylated NKCC2 corrected to total NKCC2 was 91% higher in DSS rats (Sprague Dawley, 100±8%; DSS, 191±34%; n=5; P<0.05; data not shown). These data suggest that enhanced phosphorylation of NKCC2 is maintained in DSS rats when compared with genetically distant salt-resistant strains and may be involved in salt sensitivity.

**Figure 1.** Surface and total Na-K-2Cl cotransporter (NKCC2) expression in the thick ascending limbs (TALs) from Dahl salt-resistant (DSR) and Dahl salt-sensitive (DSS) rats on a normal salt diet. A, Cumulative optical density data showing surface NKCC2 levels in TALs from DSR and DSS rats (n=7; P<0.05). Data were normalized to control DSR TALs, which was set to 100. B, Cumulative optical density data showing total NKCC2 expression normalized to GAPDH expression in TALs from DSR and DSS rats (n=7; P<0.05). Data were normalized to control DSR TALs, which was set to 100. C, Representative Western blot of surface NKCC2 (from 100 μg of protein) and intracellular NKCC2 (from 10 μg of protein). Surface and intracellular samples from DSR and DSS were loaded in the same gel for comparison. GAPDH was not detected in the surface fraction. Asterisk (*) at the bottom of the panel emphasizes the detection of degradation products present in most lanes. Note that GAPDH runs above those nonspecific products and is absent in the lanes from the surface fraction. D, Cumulative data comparing the surface:total NKCC2 ratio in DSR and DSS rats on a normal salt diet. The bar graph (derived from individual experiments shown in Figure 1A and 1B) shows surface:total ratios normalized to DSR, which was set to 100 (n=7; P<0.05).

**Figure 2.** Surface and total phosphorylated Na-K-2Cl cotransporter (NKCC2) in the thick ascending limbs (TALs) from Dahl salt-resistant (DSR) and Dahl salt-sensitive (DSS) rats fed a normal salt diet. A, Representative Western blot from 3 DSR and 3 DSS rats showing the phosphorylation of NKCC2 at Thr96 and Thr101 (phospho-NKCC2) and total NKCC2 expression in whole TAL lysates. Each lane represents the signal for 5 μg of total loaded protein. B, Cumulative data showing phosphorylated NKCC2 normalized to total NKCC2. Data were normalized to DSR rats, set to 100 (n=8 DSR and n=6 DSS; P<0.05). C, Representative Western blot showing phosphorylated NKCC2 in the surface (from 100 μg of protein) and intracellular fractions (from 10 μg of protein) obtained from DSR and DSS TALs that were surface biotinylated and blotted for phosphorylated Thr96 and Thr101. Most phosphorylated NKCC2 is found in the intracellular fraction, and optical densities are greater in DSS.
Given that antibodies recognize a conserved phosphorylation site in SPAK and OSR1 and the kinases differ by 2 kDa, we could not accurately distinguish between them. Thus we measured the phosphorylation of SPAK/OSR1. Figure 3 shows the expression of total STE20- and SPS1-related proline and alanine-rich kinases (SPAK) and SPAK variants in the thick ascending limbs (TALs) from Dahl salt-resistant (DSR) and Dahl salt-sensitive (DSS) rats on a normal salt diet. A, Representative Western blot showing SPAK (full length) and GAPDH expression in whole TAL lysates from DSR and DSS rats. Each lane represents the signal for 5 μg of total loaded protein. B, Cumulative data showing total SPAK corrected by GAPDH in DSR and DSS rats (n=6). Data were normalized to DSR which was set to 100. C, Representative Western blot showing SPAK variants detected in whole TAL lysates with an anti-COOH terminal SPAK antibody. Full length (60 kDa), SPAK2 variant (50–52 kDa), and kidney-specific SPAK (KS-SPAK; 40 kDa) are detected in TALs from DSR and DSS rats (from 10 μg of total loaded protein).

Total OSR1 expression, normalized to GAPDH, was also not different between groups (DSR, 100.1±8.3%; DSS, 109.2±10.4%; n=9; P value not significant; Figure 4). SPAK and OSR1 are autophosphorylated when they are activated.21 Thus, we measured the phosphorylation of SPAK/OSR1. Given that antibodies recognize a conserved phosphorylation site in SPAK and OSR1 and the kinases differ by 2 kDa, we could not accurately distinguish between them. Thus we measured the 58- to 60-kDa band recognized by phospho-antibodies for the full-length proteins. We found that SPAK/OSR1 phosphorylation was higher in TALs from DSS rats (DSR, 100%; DSS, 157±14%; n=6; P<0.05; Figure 5). These data suggest that SPAK/OSR1 phosphorylation is slightly enhanced in DSS rats. Taken together, these data suggest that enhanced NKCC2 phosphorylation in DSS rats on a normal salt diet may be, in part, because of enhanced SPAK or OSR1 activity.

**Discussion**

NaCl reabsorption and NKCC2 activity are enhanced in TALs from DSS rats fed a normal salt diet whereas other nephron segments showed unchanged or even decreased NaCl reabsorption.34–36 NaCl reabsorption in the TAL is mediated by NKCC2.37,38 We hypothesized that during a normal salt diet, DSS rats exhibit higher surface NKCC2 levels and higher NKCC2 phosphorylation compared with DSR rats. We found that NKCC2 expression was lower in TALs from DSS rats, whereas the fraction of NKCC2 located in the surface was higher in DSS rats. Despite lower NKCC2 expression, baseline NKCC2 phosphorylation was 5-fold higher in DSS rats. There was a paradoxical decrease in total NKCC2 expression in DSS rats. We also found that phosphorylated SPAK/OSR1 was higher in DSS rats, whereas total expression of SPAK and OSR1 was similar between strains. Therefore, we concluded...
that both trafficking and phosphorylation of NKCC2 are affected in DSS rats and that enhanced activity of SPAK or OSR1 may be involved in higher NKCC2 phosphorylation.

It is not clear why DSS rats exhibit enhanced NKCC2 activity\(^1\) and higher baseline NaCl reabsorption compared with DSR rats.\(^2\)–\(^6\) Approximately 5% of total NKCC2 is present at the apical surface of the TAL, which is directly related to NaCl reabsorption.\(^12\)–\(^14\) This is supported by experiments showing that cAMP increases NaCl reabsorption by enhancing surface NKCC2 levels,\(^14\)\(^,\)\(^15\) whereas cGMP inhibits NaCl reabsorption by decreasing surface NKCC2 levels.\(^13\) Therefore, to explain the higher NKCC2 activity in DSS rats we focused our attention on the amount of surface NKCC2 in DSS rats. Contrary to our hypothesis, we found that net surface NKCC2 was 25% lower in DSS rats. Surprisingly, total NKCC2 protein expression was 45% lower in DSS rats. Because of the large decrease in total NKCC2, the fraction of total NKCC2 present at the surface is 25% higher in DSS rats on a normal salt diet. In agreement with our data, Alvarez-Guerra and Garay\(^11\) have found an even larger decrease in total NKCC2 in DSS rats. Another group of investigators found no difference in total NKCC2 expression between DSS and DSS-BN13 congenic rats.\(^39\) In our experiments, the decrease in total NKCC2 expression was observed with antibodies recognizing the NH\(_2\) or COOH terminus of NKCC2. Although it is not clear to us why total NKCC2 is lower, it is possible that this occurs as part of a negative feedback to minimize NaCl reabsorption by decreasing total NKCC2 expression. It is clear from our data that total NKCC2 expression is not correlated with the transporter activity.

Phosphorylation of NKCC2 NH\(_2\) terminus threonines (Thr\(^96\) and Thr\(^101\)) is detectable in the absence of stimuli in mouse and rat TALs,\(^17\)\(^,\)\(^28\) and deleting these threonines nearly eliminates baseline NKCC2 activity in heterologous expression systems.\(^18\)\(^,\)\(^23\) Thus, this mechanism may contribute to enhanced NKCC2 activity in DSS rats. Here, we found that baseline NKCC2 phosphorylation was 5-fold higher in DSS rats on a normal salt diet. In a previous study, we examined the effect of a high-salt diet (4–5 days)\(^16\) on NKCC2 phosphorylation in DSS and DSR rats and found no differences in either strain. Taken together, our data suggest that NKCC2 phosphorylation is enhanced under baseline conditions in DSS rats and remains elevated during high-salt intake, despite higher NKCC2 surface expression. Most likely, enhanced phosphorylation and trafficking contribute to increased NaCl reabsorption in DSS rats. In addition to Thr\(^96\) and Thr\(^101\), NKCC2 is also phosphorylated at Ser\(^96\)\(^,\)\(^26\) and Ser\(^101\)\(^,\)\(^24\) by protein kinase A during stimulation of cAMP signaling.\(^19\)\(^,\)\(^40\) It is not known whether these sites are also affected in DSS rats, or whether the response to cAMP-generating hormones is altered in TALs.

Our data show that NKCC2 phosphorylation is easily detected in both the surface and intracellular compartments. The surface:total ratio of phosphorylated NKCC2 was similar between strains, and the total amount of phosphorylated NKCC2 was 5-fold higher in DSS rats. Thus our data indicate that phosphorylated NKCC2 at the surface is ≥3-fold higher in DSS rats after taking into account the lower surface NKCC2 in DSS rats (Figure 1A). The fraction of phosphorylated NKCC2 at the surface was 7% to 8%, which is higher than that obtained when measuring total NKCC2 (4–5%). These data suggest that phosphorylation is likely to alter NKCC2 trafficking. However, the precise effect of phosphorylation on NKCC2 trafficking is not fully understood.

Our study provides novel information regarding the molecular mechanisms that may be involved in higher NKCC2 activity in DSS rats. Most likely net NKCC2 activity is determined by both the number of transporters at the surface and the phosphorylated NKCC2 fraction of transporters at the plasma membrane. Despite a 25% lower surface NKCC2, the amount of phosphorylated NKCC2 at the surface is ≥3-fold larger in DSS rats suggesting that enhanced phosphorylation is responsible for higher activity. However, our data also show that the surface:total NKCC2 ratio was higher in DSS rats. Surface NKCC2 is maintained at a steady state by a balance between exocytosis (including recycling) and endocytosis.\(^12\)\(^,\)\(^13\) A higher surface:total NKCC2 ratio in DSS rats indicates that either the rate of exocytic delivery is increased or the rate of endocytosis is decreased. Because NKCC2 is phosphorylated both in the intracellular compartment and apical surface (Figure 2C), the residence time of phosphorylated NKCC2 at the surface might affect the rate of trafficking into and out of the apical membrane, which likely determines the net activity of NKCC2. Thus, our data suggest that both phosphorylation and trafficking are likely involved in enhanced NKCC2 activity in DSS rats.

Only 2 kinases are known to phosphorylate NKCC2 at Thr\(^96\) and Thr\(^101\): SPAKs and OSR1,\(^19\)\(^,\)\(^20\) both of which are found in TAL lysates. Three SPAK variants, full-length, SPAK2, and a shorter KS-SPAK, were detected in TAL lysates. OSR1 (sharing 67% homology with SPAK) phosphorylates NKCC2\(^19\)\(^,\)\(^20\) and was also detected in TAL lysates. The KS splice variant of SPAK has only been reported in the mouse kidney. KS-SPAK inhibits NKCC2 phosphorylation by full-length SPAK in heterologous expression systems (\textit{Xenopus laevis} oocytes).\(^33\) Using C-terminus directed antibodies that recognize all SPAK variants, we observed 3 bands, the first band at 61 kDa (corresponding with the predicted mass of full-length SPAK); a second predominant band at 50 to 52 kDa, named SPAK2; and a weaker band at 40 kDa reportedly corresponding with KS-SPAK.\(^32\) We found no significant differences in band densities in any of these isoforms between DSS and DSR rats. The relative amounts of SPAK variants are different from those reported in mouse whole-kidney homogenates. In rat TAL lysates the 50-kDa SPAK isoform was predominant (=25-fold higher expression). Total OSR1, detected at 58 kDa, was not different between strains. To examine whether enhanced NKCC2 phosphorylation may be correlated with higher activity of SPAK or OSR1 we monitored their phosphorylation at Thr\(^71\), which is required for SPAK and OSR1 activity.\(^19\)\(^,\)\(^20\)\(^,\)\(^33\)\(^,\)\(^41\) The antibodies used\(^19\)\(^,\)\(^23\) do not differentiate between SPAK and OSR1 given that the activation phospho-site is conserved in these 2 kinases. Because the mass of SPAK and OSR1 is similar (60 and 58 kDa, respectively) we think these phospho-antibodies cannot accurately differentiate between them. We found a small but significant increase in SPAK/OSR1 phosphorylation in DSS rats. Because both SPAK and OSR1 are able to phosphorylate NKCC2 threonines 96 and 101, it is possible that their enhanced activity is involved in higher NKCC2 phosphorylation in DSS rats.
The regulation of NKCC2 phosphorylation by SPAK and OSR1 is likely complex and may involve additional kinases and other protein–protein interactions. The mechanisms by which SPAK and OSR1 are activated are not fully understood. In the distal convoluted tubule the upstream kinases WNK1 and WNK4 regulate SPAK and OSR1 phosphorylation, which in turn modulate Na–Cl co-transporter Decreased WNK1 activity or expression, or enhanced WNK4 activity stimulate Na–Cl co-transporter phosphorylation via SPAK/OSR1, which is correlated with hypertension in humans.24-25,44 The relative expression of these kinases and their kidney-specific splice variants in the TAL is unclear. However, if they were expressed in TALs and regulated in a similar manner as in the distal convoluted tubule, it could be hypothesized that defects in WNK1 and 4 could enhance NKCC2 phosphorylation in DSS rats via SPAK/OSR1. Little is known about which autacoids and hormones stimulate the SPAK and OSR1 pathway or NKCC2 phosphorylation. Vasopressin is known to enhance NKCC2 phosphorylation at Thr96 and Thr101 in mouse TALs.17 However, under a normal salt diet and fluid intake as in this study, vasopressin levels are not likely elevated in DSS or DSR rats. Given the genetic basis of salt-sensitive hypertension, it is likely that proteins involved in NKCC2 phosphorylation are differentially regulated or expressed in TALs of DSS rats, altering NKCC2 activity independently of autacoids and hormones. In addition, regulation of TAL transport by autacoids such as nitric oxide and 20-HETE is known to be impaired in DSS rats.6,10,43,44 It is not known whether SPAK, OSR1, and NKCC2 phosphorylation is regulated by these endogenous autacoids. Our previous data16 showed that enhanced NKCC2 phosphorylation and activity are maintained during a high-salt diet. In addition, enhanced NKCC2 activity was maintained in high-salt-fed DSS rats in which blood pressure was normalized with a distal tubule diuretic dissociating NKCC2 activity from blood pressure. Thus, our data and those of others indicate that an intrinsic genetic defect in DSS leads to enhanced NKCC2 phosphorylation. However, it is possible that enhanced NKCC2 phosphorylation in DSS rats fed a normal salt diet is somewhat influenced by the higher baseline blood pressure observed in DSS rats (15 mm Hg). The effects of acute changes in blood pressure or chronically enhanced blood pressure on NKCC2 phosphorylation have not been studied.

To our knowledge, our study is the first to examine NKCC2 phosphorylation and surface NKCC2 levels in DSS and DSR rats on a normal salt diet. Our data indicate that phosphorylation and surface:total NKCC2 ratio are increased in DSS rats maintained on a normal salt diet and this may, in part, contribute to enhanced NKCC2-dependent NaCl reabsorption by the TAL.

Perspectives
Salt-sensitive hypertension is a complex polygenic condition affecting several organs. Enhanced renal tubular NaCl reabsorption is likely involved in the initial rise in blood pressure and maintenance of hypertension observed in DSS rats. Whereas enhanced NaCl reabsorption by the TAL in DSS rats has been widely reported, the molecular mechanisms by which this occurs has not been fully elucidated. Our data suggest that the intrinsic regulation of NKCC2 trafficking and phosphorylation is impaired in TALs isolated from DSS rats fed a normal salt diet, which may be related to higher NKCC2 activity in DSS rats, thereby contributing to NaCl retention and hypertension in DSS rats and human salt-sensitive patients.
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